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2nd Class Welders and Boilermakers - $40.00 - $54.00/hr
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Company: Job Connect Recruitment

Location: Australia

Category: other-general

If you have experience in flux core welding or overhead/vertical up welding techniques then

you will play a crucial role in fabricating and assembling marine vessels with your welding

expertise.

The ideal candidates will have:

•             Be Proficient in overhead and vertical up welding techniques

•             Full working rights in Australia for long term employment

•             Stable tenure in prior jobs (1 year plus) is preferred

•             While not mandatory, candidates with forklift and confined space certifications

will be highly valued for their ability to navigate and work efficiently in our manufacturing

environment.

•             Using cutting tools, oxy torches and equipment to shape and prepare metal

pieces for assembly

Benefits:

Monday – Friday minimum 38 hour weeks, not a day to day role

Day shift - 5am start (Early finish on Fridays)

Ongoing, consistent shifts with potential for OT opportunities

Work life balance and great environment/culture

 Excellent safety culture on site with active monitoring and support
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Local position that pays well and keeps you home and not spending valuable time

away from family

If this sounds like the ideal opportunity for you then APPLY NOW for an ASAP discussion on

next steps. This is an excellent opportunity for someone seeking stability with a local

manufacturer!

To apply online, please click below.
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